Vegetable Advantage
Distinctive Vegetables & New Introductions from JVK
for Standard Production, Baby Greens & Microgreens.

Arugula Astro
The medium green leaves of Astro are wider with a slight cut to
the outer edge. They have a pleasant, nutty flavor that will grow
stronger as the weather warms. Slow to bolt; however once it
flowers the tiny blooms can also be added to salads for a
peppery flavor.
• Strong, zesty flavor
• Harvest for baby leaf or when fully mature

Basil Italian Large Leaf
This strain produces broad, dark green leaves with a very
pleasant aroma. The well-branched plants are moderately
slow to bolt. Italian Large Leaf is recommended for gardeners
and commercial growers alike.

• Excellent for potted and live herb production.
• Moderately slow bolting.

Beets Bull’s Blood
Bull’s Blood is an English heirloom variety characterized by its
deep reddish-purple leaf color. Tops make an elegant addition
to salads when harvested young at the baby leaf stage.
It exhibits its best color under cool weather conditions.
• Heirloom variety
• For fresh market and home garden
• Dark red foliage is great for spring mixes

Beet Chioggia Guardsmark
Our notably improved Chioggia strain offers a bright red
exterior with vivid purple and white interior zoning and a
sweet flavor. Roots are flattened globe-shaped with short,
attractive bright green tops.
• A popular and appealing heirloom
• For the home gardener and innovative fresh market grower

Beet Fresh Start (Hybrid)
Fresh Start Hybrid is a fast growing baby leaf variety, grown only
for the leaves (it does not form a root). Fresh Start matures
quickly (25-35 days) and features dark red petioles with dark
green leaves. Well defined veins add a pop of color to salads. Its
crunchy texture pairs well with any kind of dressing. Leaves can
be cut multiple times for an extended harvest. A perfect addition
to baby leaf salad blends.
• Dark red petiole with well-defined veins
• Highly resistant to Downy Mildew
• Suitable for container growing

Broccoli Broccolini Aspabroc (Hybrid)
Available as seed to home gardeners for the first time!
Known as Broccolini, Aspabroc resembles a broccoli raab with
an asparagus stem, and offers a mild taste. Aspabroc is easy to
grow & requires little space. First maturity of the central shoots is
50-60 days from transplant. As first central shoot matures,
harvest it quickly to encourage better side shoot production.
Plants will set 3-5 side shoots shortly thereafter & continue for
about four weeks in mild weather.
• Early spring or fall crop
• Ideal for specialty markets

Cabbage Stonehead (Hybrid)
Stonehead is an early, medium-headed variety with tip burn
tolerance. It has a compact plant with gray-green head color.
Stonehead is also an AAS award winner.
• Early and widely adapted with good holding ability
• Compact plant type
• Flavor and texture are excellent

Cilantro/Coriander Santo
Santo is a fast-growing, yet remarkably slow-bolting strain of this
highly popular herb. A uniform selection with broad,highly
aromatic leaves that are sturdier than standard strains. Multiple
cuts can be made under long days. Use the leaves as the herb
cilantro and harvest the seeds for the spice coriander.
• Fast-growing, slow-bolting strain, suitable for multiple harvests.
• Use leaves as Cilantro and seeds as Coriander.

Collard Flash (Hybrid)
Due to hybrid uniformity and vigor, Flash offers processors
and fresh-market growers an early maturing, highly
uniform Vates-type hybrid. The slowest of our collards to
bolt, this variety allows growers repeated heavy harvests
of leaves.
• Vates type
• Fast regrowth
• Good uniformity

Cucumber - Slice More (Hybrid)
This hybrid slicing cucumber has shown excellent yield
characteristics in commercial plantings. ‘Slice More’ offers a
good L/D ratio and dark green color with straight fruit. Ideal
when a consistent slicing cucumber is desirable.
• Slicing type
• Very good yields
• Excellent shape

Dill Dukat
Dukat produces much higher yields of foliage than other dill
varieties. The dark green, ferny leaves also have a distinct,
strong aroma that adds depth to any fish, vegetable or pasta
dish. Vigorous plants eventually reach 30 to 40 inches tall and
are topped with very large umbels. Suitable for summer culture
as well as the typical spring and fall.
• More harvestable foliage.
• Suitable for summer culture

Kale Blue Ridge (Hybrid)
This hybrid features dark blue-green foliage with an attractive
triple curl on all leaves. Blue Ridge offers a semi-tall plant
type, mid-season maturity and an extended yield. It is also
slow to bolt or stretch, and is suitable for hand stripping or
cutting for fresh market, mechanical harvesting and
processing. Blue Ridge is widely adapted to all kale producing
areas.
• Widely adapted and slow bolting
• Offers extended harvests

Kale Improved Dwarf Siberian
Improved Dwarf Siberian is a multipurpose variety that can be
used for baby leaf or fresh markets. For fresh markets, it has a
deep green smooth rippled leaf with an upright plant habit. Thick
petioles allow for easy bunching with less plant damage. For baby
leaf it has smooth thick medium green round-oval leaves that
have an upright plant habit.
• For baby leaf or fresh markets
• Deep green leaf color
• Smooth rippled leaves

Melon Lilliput (Hybrid)
Lilliput is a mini Eastern Shipper with a closed cavity, dark
orange flesh and a very sweet, aromatic flavor. The melons
exterior is light green turning to a yellow-tan color. The stem
slips when fully mature. Lilliput has a round shape and
is 3.5 x 5 inches in diameter.
• Personal-sized
• Very high flavors
• Very firm flesh

Mizuna Miz America (Hybrid)
Miz America is a strikingly beautiful red mizuna mustard hybrid
with exceptionally uniform leaf color, shape and size. Miz
America was bred to produce high quality baby greens and still
maintain its deep, dark red color on both sides of the leaf, even at
a mature stage. An upright plant habit and thick leaf decreases
damage from inclement weather and makes for easy harvesting.
Miz America has a pleasant, mild taste compared to typical
mustards — not bitter or spicy.
• Maintains deep red color
• Mild peppery flavor
• Growth for baby leaf or mature leaf

Pak Choi Joi Choi (Hybrid)
This hybrid revolutionized the production of pak choi in North
America by making it a reliable, easy crop to grow. Joi Choi is
slow bolting with excellent uniformity. This variety has been
accepted nationwide and is the standard variety in the industry.
• Easy to grow
• Outstanding uniformity, widely adaptable
• Slow to bolt

Parsley Dark Green Italian
Our selection of this heirloom flat-leaf parsley offers a
broader leaf with more flavor than other varieties. The glossy,
dark green, moderately cut leaves mature in 65-70 days and
are well suited for both home garden and fresh market use.
Organic and non-organic seeds available.
• High flavor
• Broad dark green leaves on erect plants

Pea Little SnowPea White
Little SnowPea white produces loads of small to medium sized
pods in just 30 days. The powdery mildew resistant plants grow
quickly in any garden space, setting pods as fast as you can
harvest them. The super early maturing, bright green, shiny, pods
are flat & crunchy. Pods retain their great flavor & texture even if
they are harvested late. In ground plants will reach 40 inches.
• Extremely early and productive
• Loads of small gourmet pods
• Early maturity 30 days.

Pepper Jalafuego (Hybrid)
This is the hottest jalapeño pepper in the market! Jalafuego is
a large vigorous plant with excellent yields of extra-large,
smooth, and very dark green fruit. The fruit has extra length
that makes this new jalapeño perfect for growing conditions
that may cause fruit to shorten. Jalafuego is resistant to
PVY:0.1.2, PepMoV and Xcv: 1-3.
• Our hottest pepper
• Excellent fruit length

Radish - Stargazer
Stargazer is our newest watermelon type radish. Rosy pink
interior, white exterior with excellent color contrast.
Recommended for summer plantings and fall harvest. Mild
radish flavor with crisp, juicy texture. Upright bright green tops
with strong attachment. Can be used as a delicious addition to
salads or for slaw or pickling.
• Beautiful color contrast
• Strong top attachment
• Summer planting for fall harvest

Radish Champion
Champion is a uniform, large, round-oval radish with bright
cherry-red color. Vigorous tall tops with strong attachments,
along with roots which are very late to become pithy, lead to
greater grower flexibility for time of harvest. Champion is a
standard for short day or cool season bunching.
• Late to pith
• Strong tops for upland soils

Spinach Riverside (Hybrid)
Riverside is a very dark green, smooth, spade-shaped baby
leaf variety. It has a moderate growth rate and an upright plant
habit. It is a perfect choice for west coast baby leaf growers
who are looking for a premium quality product. In addition,
Riverside has downy mildew resistance for growers who
require a premium disease package.
• Baby leaf variety
• Very dark green
• Downy mildew resistant

Spinach Seaside (Hybrid)
Seaside is a superior quality variety for baby leaf and microgreen
growing. It has a moderately slow growth rate and an upright plant
habit, both critical for producing mild tasting, easy to harvest
greens. Seaside has a smooth, thick, very dark green, spadeshaped leaf which allows for resistance to wind and rain damage
and for easier cleaning. Seaside also has multiple-race downy
mildew resistance for growers who require a premium disease
package.
• Superior for baby leaf
• Can be grown to mature leaf
• Very dark, thick leaf

Swiss Chard Eldorado
Eldorado is a classy swiss chard variety. It has unique
yellow-golden petioles paired with smooth, green leaves
making it an attractive variety for baby leaf, fresh market
growers and home gardeners. Eldorado has an upright plant
habit and a high bolt tolerance which results in easy harvesting.
• Attractive glossy sheen to leaves, with strong stem and
vein contrast

Swiss Chard Ruby Fresh (Hybrid)
Ruby Fresh is a moderate growing baby leaf swiss chard
variety. It has bright red petioles with a well-defined veination. It
has medium dark green leaves with an upright plant habit. It has
thick round to oval leaves. Ruby Fresh is a great choice for baby
leaf or spring mix growers.
• Medium dark green leaves
• Bright red petiole color
• Great veination
• Moderate growing

Tomato Gold Spark (Hybrid)
Gold Spark is a great tasting indeteminate yellow grape variety
with high yield potential and consistent brix throughout the
season. Fruit size is consistently between 12-14g with great
firmness and excellent shelf life. It can be used in outdoor
environments or low tech hydroponic applications. Plants
display strong vigor with medium height.
• High resistance to ToMV:0-2
• Very good fruit size and yield potential
• Strong vigor with medium plant height

Tomato Little Birdy ‘Red Robin’
A must have, OP, ornamental edible for every home garden
and container plant program. Very compact, well-branching
plants provide good cover to exceptionally high yields. The
brigh red, one inch round, excellent tasting cherry tomatoes
mature super early (about 55 days from transplant).
• Compact plant suitable for patio pots and hanging baskets
• Early, high yields of excellent tasting fruit

Tomato Sweet Million (Hybrid)
Sweet Million is a well-established favorite in the home garden
and roadside markets. It boasts a balanced, superb classic
cherry tomato flavor and an early maturity (about 65 days). Fruits
are very uniform, with an average weight of .5 oz
(10-15 gm). Indeterminate plants are easy to grow, have strong
vigor and produces high yields of firm fruit that show good crack
resistance.
• Well-established home garden variety
• Full-flavored, classic cherry tomato

Turnip White Lady (Hybrid)
White Lady is a vigorous, uniform Oriental-type hybrid. It is flat
round in shape and has a medium-sized roots with good white
color. This variety is tolerant to pith even into the larger sizes
(4-5 inches in diameter). The leaves are virtually free of
pubescence and can be used as greens. White Ladys
harvesting ability ranges from the young stage to larger sizes.
• Oriental type with excellent flavored roots and greens
• Harvest roots for baby or full size

Watermelon Sweetie Pie (Hybrid)
Sweetie Pie Hybrid is a large 13 pound sugar baby type, with
knock-out sweet flavor, slightly crunchy texture and very juicy
flesh! Fruit have a dark, thin, shiny rind. Interior color is dark red
and very sweet. Harvest when tendrils are dry near the stem, the
bottom spot is yellow, and the fruit has a hollow sound.
• Convenient size
• Flavor, flavor, flavor!!

Vegetable Advantage
NEW from JVK
Turning a New Leaf with Baby Leaf Genetic Breakthroughs
Our baby leaf program offers an array of choices of beet, spinach and swiss chard. All are bred with the grower
in mind and offer disease resistance, excellent yield and high-quality. When it comes to baby leaf, these deliver
reliable performance and market versatility.

Microgreens
Petite but powerful, microgreens are parading into restaurants, farmers markets, kitchens and homes across
the country. They bring flavor, aroma, color and texture to all kinds of cuisine, adding a new layer of creative
presentation to the plate. Grown indoors, microgreens are a great choice for fast crop turns and for filling the
smallest (or largest!) spaces in off-season or alternative growing times.

Consider some of these unique genetics -shapes, colors and sizes for your vegetable program.
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